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Markets Recap

The end of the first quarter made for a bumpy ride
as equity markets pulled back sharply in March and
volatility spiked. In the end, all seven markets
wound up within a tight range YTD, with three
markets up, and four down.

Later is Not Never
Deferring Taxes on Investment Gains 

Nine years into a bull market, many of us are
spending tax season writing checks to Uncle Sam as
we close the books on 2017. In working with
clients to manage taxable gains in their investment
accounts, we have noticed some common tax
misconceptions that merit further discussion.
Coincidentally, Michael Kitces, prolific financial
planning blogger and former practitioner editor of
the Journal of Financial Planning, recently released
an article entitled Capital Gains Strategies For
Highly Appreciated Investments After A Big Bull
Market Run, which corroborates many of our
findings.
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Kitces notes that many investors think they are
avoiding taxes when they are simply deferring
them. He cites an example of an investor who
purchases an asset for 60K that grows to 100K.
Most investors make the mistake of ignoring the
tax liability tied to the gain until the gain is
“realized” when it is sold. If the investor is in the
15% bracket for long-term capital gains, the tax
liability will be 6K. The 6K is derived by taking the
40K long-term gain (100K value minus 60K
purchase price), then applying the long-term
capital gain tax rate of 15%. There are only three
ways to avoid the tax on these profits: 1) donate
the investment, 2) die so your heirs receive a
“stepped-up basis,” removing the tax liability by
matching the purchase price to its current value or
3) foolishly hoping the market takes your profits
(and tax burden) away.

For anyone looking to benefit from the investment
gain by ultimately withdrawing and spending it, this
tax liability must be reckoned with. Kitces
recommends several strategies, most notably
setting a “tax budget” that takes the tax hit in
digestible chunks each year, being mindful of
income thresholds that could push the investor into
a higher tax bracket. A tax budget helps avoid the
“golden handcuffs” of a long-deferred investment
gain that would result in a nausea-inducing tax bill
for any single year.

Cape Ann Capital’s actively-managed mutual funds
play a key role in a “tax budgeting” strategy. Active
managers sell securities to generate cash, allowing
them to opportunistically improve the portfolio.
Selling securities can generate a gain or a loss. At
year-end, if there are net gains for the fund, these

must be distributed back to investors. The investor
then pays tax on the distribution, usually at the
long-term capital gains rate (15% in the example
above).

Many investors and industry practitioners cite
passive investments as highly tax-efficient
vehicles. The buy and hold strategy used by
passive investments means they are doing very
little selling and therefore do not have realized
capital gains to distribute. Kitces tackles this head-
on by saying that, “ironically, the more tax-efficient
and ‘tax-managed’ the fund or the advisor has
been all along, the less turnover there’s been and
the more likely it is to have a very substantial
embedded capital gain.” In other words, investors
who are attracted to passive investments purely
because of the tax benefits are just kicking that can
down the road, particularly in a strong bull market
like the one we have had for nearly a decade.

It is important to note that a gain is a gain, which is
ultimately the reason we invest in the first place.
Gains are good. Taking small bites of the tax bill
each year may seem tough to stomach, but it
becomes much more palatable once the difference
between tax avoidance and tax deferral is
understood.
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